
StarlingX User Documentation
● Requirements

○ StarlingX shall provide end-user and operator focused documentation that will 
enable users and operators to deploy StarlingX Edge clouds and operate & 
maintain them

● Primary responsibility for documentation infrastructure is in the Docs team
● Responsibility for doc content is shared with the Docs team and the broader 

community
○ In general the Docs team should own general content, and the owning dev teams should own 

content specific to their software

● We are using standard OpenStack documentation tools / formatting and have 
built out API docs, installation docs and contributor guides



Release Notes
● Reminder regarding the use of existing OpenStack Release Notes guidelines.

○ Release Notes Guidelines started
■ http://lists.starlingx.io/pipermail/starlingx-discuss/2018-August/000690.html

○ And it ended in our official guideline
■ https://docs.starlingx.io/contributor/release_note_contribute_guide.html

● In summary, every time a change is made a “release note” could be 
generated so at the end of our development cycle we can create the official 
report made of individual contributions from our Developers looking like this:

○ https://docs.openstack.org/releasenotes/nova/rocky.html

http://lists.starlingx.io/pipermail/starlingx-discuss/2018-August/000690.html
https://docs.starlingx.io/contributor/release_note_contribute_guide.html


User Documentation Plan / Resourcing
● Doc strategy and planning

○ First step -- Our focus for the October release was complete API documentation and minimal 
installation, developer, and contribution guides. See https://docs.starlingx.io/. 

○ Minimum for May-- For the May release, we need to keep up with code changes and additions 
while also implementing a new versioning capability. Docs should be tied to specific releases, 
and older versions should be available in an archive.

○ Investment to thrive -- For the project to thrive and to drive adoption, we need complete user 
docs. We’re not staffed for this.

● User documentation options
○ Can / will Wind River release a subset of documentation to the community?  The Docs team 

will convert it to the OSF framework
○ Shall we build a plan to re-create that documentation?  Who will do the work?

https://docs.starlingx.io/

